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About This Game
Wand Wars VR is an innovative roguelike magic action adventure VR game with easy style by Unreal Engine 4, single mode has
8-10 hours play time to experience the whole world.
In Magic Age, you just become a wizard rookie of the Magic Academy, the academy is attacked by mysterious demons.
Although the enchantment can protect the academy for now, it can't last long. The best way to defend is to attack! Find the
enemy's lair and crash them!

FEATURES
Roguelike
Random maps, random battles, random items, this game has a great replayability

Rich Content
8-10 hours play time, 5 bosses, 3 levels, dozens of skills, almost 100 equipments

Easy Style
We are not serious, we are not painful, we tease everything, including ourselves
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Innovation
Drawing recognition, full body IK, and the finishing moves!
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Title: Wand Wars VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Colossus Interactive
Publisher:
Colossus Interactive
Release Date: 8 Jan, 2019
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10
Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or greater
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 16 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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wand wars rise vr. wand wars vr
The installation didn’t work, after the download. I tried everything I could find on internet. Did send an email to Magix, and the
replied (in German language) saying that it was a problem of my windows, tried all again, didn’t work. Thought maybe the
windows in my computer have a problem ( as the developer said) so I tried to install in another computer and ... same problem.
This seems the software doesn’t work. I’m very disappointed, because I was with very high expectations to use this program and
I couldn’t even open it.
Não recomendo, o programa nem abriu, pois não dá para instalar.. THINGS IT NEEDS:
Mod support
Ability to add sounds
Better user interface
MORE SCREAMING NOISES! I WANT PEOPLE IN PAIN DAMMIT
7 \/ 10 hope the developer updates it often. Mindless casual fun. The granddaddy of the Match 3 genre. Easier to play than
Huniepop. I'd say it's a better deal to buy this with a few $$ instead of playing Candy Crush.. The second game in that trilogy is
very celebrated and I played it with hope. I ended up really liking it despite some flaws, so I was eager to complete the story
with this third episode. Well, every little flaw from the second one seems to be magnified in the third. In fact, while I usually
avoid pro/con lists because I find them to be an easy way out for reviewers, I think it's worth it this time, if only to accurately
record how you can go from a memorable game into a mediocre follow-up without seemingly changing anything to the formula.
Pros:
- The graphics are a bit better-- some 3D effects, notably. The music isn't memorable but isn't too bad either.
- Some of the actions are more dynamic. They wanted to give it a more action-oriented feeling, thankfully without the actual
action (they know their target audience.)
Cons:
- Yes, that was it... Two pros. Get prepared for a long list of cons, and I didn't even take notes so there's probably more to say.
- The game is probably a tad longer than the second one, but it's a con here because there are less things to see, less things to do,
and it's always blizzard-blizzard-blizzard and the occasional "oh, no blizzard... Just give it 5 minutes and the next scene will have
blizzard in it." That's a Far Cry 4™ from the second episode's beautiful scenes.
- In fact, you're given a map early in the game, which implies you'll be moving a lot... Yeah, between two screens. Every time
you move onto a new area, you get locked out of the previous one. You simply never get to use the map, as it has no point.
- Mini-games are easy as hell. I don't even know why they bothered with the Skip button... I recently played the Robinson
Crusoe series of hidden object games and they were much more challenging and enjoyable. And they're always the same kind of
puzzle game. Also, if in real life I was an anthropologist/archeologist/generic scientist looking into the legacy of another people,
I would definitely steal everything and send it to a museum, seeing that every little device I find is broken and needs to be fixed.
Do they have no respect for their own culture?! Or is a political statement? That the White Man is easily fooled by a "sort these
items by their color" puzzles? I'm not even sure my 3yo would consider them an obstacle... Or he'd just wreck everything for
fun.
- Hidden object scenes are much more annoying (and as often happens, they're repeated multiple times). The only chances
where you'll get achievements are at the beginning and in special scenes where you have to find graphical representations of
objects (because you're less likely to make a mistake). It doesn't happen a lot. It took me a lot more effort than it was worth.
Damn auto-saving!
- I liked the second episode's random 'evil' pictures that showed up in the scenery. In this one, they're integrated and never
flicker, so you're just condemned to closely look at every single picture and hope you don't miss anything. I ended up using a
community guide to find them all, and of course I'd missed a couple in the beginning.
- While Enigmatis 2 was already a bit like that, the third one really follows the stupidest possible path: find items, use them
somewhere, this unlocks another item which you can use somewhere else to unlock something else. The linearity in this game is
sickening. There is very little thinking, just tinkering.
- Voice acting is as mediocre as before. But this time one of the characters (Fang's father) sounds like he recorded all of his
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lines over the phone. Then again, with the lines he was given, I'm not surprised he couldn't bother.
- The story is just a rehash of the second episode, with Tibetan folklore put into the mix. I'm not sure if that's uninspired or just
plain insulting to them.
- Enigmatis 2 had a rushed but satisfying ending. Enigmatis 3 has a rushed ending. Satisfying? You don't even get to see the
main characters' faces in the last picture. Ah ah. It's just a mess.
- So? Doesn't matter, there's a bonus chapter! We'll get our proper epilogue! Uh... No wait, it's a prequel chapter? Again?? With
that character whom we already know was killed by the villain? So... We're going to be living through her last few hours right?
Oh, they know how to sell their exciting plots. And here we go, valiantly going into a dead-end story that has no relevance for
the main story and frustrates even more those who went through Enigmatis 2 and hoped for a good ending. Nope, you don't get
that.
So, guys, you don't get my thumb up this time.. Tim is the most generous mentor I've seen so far. His tutorials have always been
brief, concise, and easy to learn; which tremendously help me improve and became my road to Ubisoft. Thank you Tim for
sharing your knowlege. I will continue patronizing your tutorials :)
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Now I can live out my dream of being a Belter. This is a poor reskin of the 377 in London to Brighton not even worth
\u00a30.50 dont buy this!. I like combat part of game, i like planes, but: who the f,,,,k is responsible for dialogues and picking
the actors???!!! This womans voice is killing my patience, its boring with wierd tone even in combat situations..blehhh 6/10.
Might not be what one would expect with spaceships as the ships can regen health rapidly and you wont really see slow moving
ships slugging it out. Rather you are more likely to find more agile ships densely packed with weapons and other equipment.
The map generation is great and it really seems like an ecosystem with plants providing resources and ships collecting them and
roaming around, fighting amongst each other.
Ideally wait for a sale but is an amazing game, well worth the cost.. This is a quite clever and enjoyable game that I see as a slowpaced puzzle rogue-like (turn-based, procedural levels, random loot, permadeath).
The premise: you walk from left to right, killing things, avoiding traps and looting other things until you go down the stairs at
the far right and the difficulty ramps up.
Everything happens in turns, order is determined by a speed stat that mainly depends on your equipped gear, and traps give a tell
before they go off.
The puzzle aspects start to come in to play when you find loot and try to figure out 'what does it do actually?'
All aspects of your gear are visualized as pictograms and while you get all information about its effects, you have to figure out
what these pictograms mean in the first place (which isn't that hard if you experiment a bit when you find something new to
you).
Examples: a new dress may restrict your movement to the 4 cardinal directions instead of the usual 8, but boost your speed and
defence and further increase your speed when you stand in sand tiles instead of reducing it. Headgear may reduce or nullify a
certain damage type \/ effect while making you more vulnerable to another type. With the new weapon you may be unable to
attack now and then due to cooldowns, but it extends your reach and hit chance while dealing a damage type this particular
enemy is weak against... and so on.
While often things feel at first like flat upgrades to your ability to deal damage or get faster, you will come into situations where
you'll have to skip some turns to swap items (each equipment change takes one turn, and spells and such start with cooldowns
when freshly equipped) - and that along to changing your own movement or attack patterns give it a surprising amount of depth.
Enemies come with abilities as well and may push you around (beware of holes in the floor after the first few levels), freeze or
poison you and generally keep you on your toes since new enemies are introduced every level so far (made it past lvl 5 of 9).
Just to extend on what kinds of things you have to keep in your mind:
- your general stats: life, speed, defence, attack strength and hitchance
- attack pattern of your normal and special attacks, damage type, additional effects when attacking, attack cooldowns
- spell effects, patterns, cooldowns
- your and your enemies resistances and vulnerabilities
- traps, their types and patterns, and with your current speed, will you make it past them in time - or can you even use them
against your foes
- your own movement pattern (may need to change your suit to get out of a dead end)
- and also how you deal with +\/- health ... uhm... flying things(?); your shield may reverse their effects for example
As for the graphics: Just look at the screenshots and form your own opinion. Npc\/trap turns take a few seconds so it's a bit slow
going but the important part is that you can always tell what is going on - it could lose its readability if sped up further.
Equipped gear is always represented on your character sprite which is nice, but there are no animations bar some 'swoosh' lines
when attacks are dealt.
Also, a codex of some sort would be nice where you could unlock a view (with the same pictograms) of what you are up against,
so far it's all about observing and memorizing and quite some guesswork - which isn't bad per se, but e.g. after I've killed the
same bugger 20 times it would be nice to take a closer look into his actual stats.
Can't comment on technical stuff, I've experienced no problems like crashes at all. *edit: about half an hour minutes after
writing this it crashed for the first time. Well... *edit2: and an update that specifically targets that crash came within one hour.
On a sunday.
It's good.. It is a nice game to play with a group of friends. It can get boring quite quickly because the events are often repeated..
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Do not buy a vdj If you did not want to upset.. Short game with an idea.
For me, this game has to work on these things:
-hero with a sounds (like breathing,groaning);
-extended tutorial to test more our possibilities;
-pleasing to use menu\/bow;
Nonetheless,it's worth giving a shot. On design level the game is very inspiring, definitely I'm going to do a fanart of this.. I love
this game, Maybe in the future there can be DLC Possibly, Maybe a new country? Maybe more story line like a hardcore mode
or endless mode? just ideas.
Loved the Game guys! 10/10
Wand Wars VR Now Available!:
Wand Wars VR Early Access now available!
Greetings everyone! After 18 months hard work, our new VR game is finally ready for you to play!
Hope you can enjoy the game, your feedbacks are valuable for us to improve it from Early Access to full version!. Major
Update:
We just release a major update, fix some bugs and change the default language to English, please enjoy it.
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